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1859.J Breckinridge's Theology. 781 

question bursts from his lips: How COULD the translator 
make such a mistake? Ignorance of the meaning of the 
word" casus" might, indeed, lead to a mistranslation of that 

word; but how to insert the words 
Intelligence and reason," which 
the paragraph copying, and 

zznmsly confound The matter is 
Stopfer lays down : "The will 
mere chance;" and refers, for authority, to a previous para
graph, viz. PROP. 419. Turning to this, we read: Casus purus 
est actualitas destituta ratione sufficiente; Deus autem agit 
propter rationem sufficientem (Pl\OP. 371) : Ergo, Actus vol
untatis divinae non est casus purus. (" Mere chance, is an ac-

that is destitut£~£ £'uhicient reason 
and sufficiem 

in PROP. the act of thn is 
mere chance. 

tt seems therefuw karned author, the 
proposition, " the will of is not a simple anh pure cause," 
was somewhat ob8cure; and honestly desirous of handing 
down to future ages the particular" systematic view of di
vine truth," now prevalent, " according to~ the general attain
ments of the age;" and finding under hi~ hand an authori
tative definition of this dnrk sentence - inserted it· nnd rtill 
t££ding (for it is to suppose that 

the words" sufficient reason, 
dGHumbra around sought to di~pd 

a synonym as the reader 
has elsewhere it read: " in-

telligence and a sufficient reason." From this it would seem 
that Dr. B. understood by " ratio sufficiens," sufficient mind, 
intellect, "intelligence." And yet it seems impossible that, 
throughout this argument, whenever Stapfer was speaking 
of the sufficient ground, cause, "reason," of the existence of 

thing, Dr. sHpposed that he to 
sufficient that thing! Azzd if 
B. ever "ad definite 
















